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Message  from Honourable
Principal Mr. Syed Tahir Ali

Dear Parents, Guardians, and Students,

At Our Own English High School Fujairah, we have always been 

pioneers in fostering education by encouraging creative thinking 

using technology and innovation. In the current term, we witnessed 

remarkable achievements through events 

The last three months were filled with a fantastic array of classroom 

activities, competitions, and joyful celebrations. Our students 

immersed themselves in the educational process, revelling in the 

enriching experiences offered here at Our Own. From World 

Cultural Diversity Day, , World Biodiversity Day, World 

Environment Day, Mother’s Day and Father’s Day celebrations, 

each event added vibrant colours to the fabric of Our Own.

As we reflect on the past term, we are filled with pride for our 

students' remarkable accomplishments. Their enthusiastic 

participation exemplifies the spirit of Our Own English High 

School. We remain dedicated to providing a nurturing environment 

that embraces technology as a catalyst for igniting creativity in 

every student. We will continue to support our students for their 

overall growth by providing many more challenging platforms.

Thank you for your continued support. Let us look forward to an 

equally exciting academic year ahead!

Best regards,

Syed Tahir Ali

Principal



Message from 
HonourableHeadmaster
Mr. Bassam Al Koussi
Dear Parents, students, and staff,

It is hard to believe that another year has passed so quickly; June is almost 
over, and we are saying so long to our students, staff, and parents. A 
fantastic year filled with events that have brought us closer together. 
Despite challenges, it has been a very rewarding year. We could not offer 
such a rich education to our students without the continuing effort and 
support that you all give.

We highly appreciate the continuous care of HIS HIGHNESS SHEIKH 
ABDULLAH BIN HAMAD BIN SAIF AL SHARQI. At our school, we are 
fortunate to have a hard-working, caring, and dedicated team represented 
by Management members, administrators, supervisors, teachers, teaching 
assistants and support staff, who collaborate tirelessly to ensure that 
every student gets the best experience possible. 

Alongside this, our students deserve recognition for their passion for 
learning. Thank you, dear parents, for the support and partnership of our 
fantastic parental community. Your genuine interest in your child’s 
education is evident and the students ultimately benefit.

To the families and students who are leaving us, we wish you all the best 
in your future destinations. For our returning students and their families, 
we look forward to welcoming you back on Monday 28th August with 
enthusiasm and eagerness to have a fresh and successful new academic 
year 2023-2024.

We wish you all a safe, relaxing, enjoyable, and rewarding summer 
vacation. Hopefully, we will all get the opportunity to spend quality time 
with family and friends and come back to school with a sense of 
rejuvenation.

Respectfully and with gratitude,
Headmaster
Bassam Nasse



Message from 
Head of Section,
Ms. Diba Siddique

Greetings with Every Good wish,

This is to my very dear students, our school fraternity and 
parents’ fraternity.

Our heartfelt gratitude to our honourable Chairman
HIS HIGHNESS SHEIKH ABDULLAH BIN HAMAD BIN SAIF AL 
SHARQI under whose aegis our school is blooming.

Sincere Thanks to the honourable Management, Principal and 
Headmaster.

My note in words will be an understatement for the grandeur 
and zest achieved for the end of academic year IGCSE and 
end of term for CBSE.
Indeed, sweet fruits were reaped with such hard work and 
perseverance of my students and teachers.

I thank my wonderful team for their charm and diligence 
towards their profession.

Wishing the entire Our Own Family and very meaningful, 
restful, and contented Summer Break.

Keep Safe,
Enjoy,



Core Academic Development
Kindergarten

Class Literacy Numeracy Understanding 
The World 
(UTW)

KG1 Jolly Phonics Set 1 ( s, 

a,t,i,p,n)

Blend and read set 1 

words   

Tricky words

Story : Enormous Turnip

                                                            

Concept : Push & 

Pull

2D Shapes

Numbers 1 to 5

Sequence writing 1 

to 5

Counting 

My Family  

My country 

All about UAE

KG2 Vowels 

CVC words

Phonics book 4

Family words

Sentence writing

Sight words

Numbers 40 to 80

Number names 4 to 

7

Missing numbers

Numbers before, 

after and between

Oral counting 1 to 

100

Personal Hygiene

Classroom rules

Classroom objects

My home



Core Academic Development
Junior School

Class English Math Science Arabic

Grade 1 Buzz World 

The First Day of School
What is in the Lunch-
Box?
Reading 
Comprehension
Main Idea
Who and What
Use of Language 
Nouns 
Common and Proper 
nouns
Verbs
Writing
Creative Writing – My 
Self, My Family 
Picture Composition 

Number Concepts 
1-50
Number sequence 
Comparing 
numbers
Number names 
Place and Place 
value 
Addition up to 20
Addition Stories 
up to 20 

You and You r 
surroundings 
Living and 
Non-Living 
things 
World of Plants 
- Types of 
plants 

The Alphabet 
Numbers 1-5
Colours
Verbs  
Ssimple 
commands
School supplies 

Grade 2 Buzzword-smile

Grammar- Nouns-

common/proper/coll

ective; punctuation; 

singular and plural.

Reading 

comprehension-

unseen passage.

 Picture composition-           

to write a few 

sentences about a 

given picture

Numbers 1-250 -All 

concepts

Even & Odd numbers

Ordinal numbers

Addition-3-digit 

numbers-without            

re grouping

Types of plants

Uses of plants

My little body

Verbs

Grammar

Sentences

My five senses 



CELEBRATIONS 



Bellows High 
School

OPEN HOUSE
The Open House was held on 4th May 2023 for all the CBSE 
sections KG1-12, in the school campus. This was held from 
2:00 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. The event witnessed very good 
attendance in most of the sections.



LEMONADE DAY
Our Own English High School, Early Years conducted 
‘Lemonade Day’ on 12th May 2023. Lemonade Day is a  
project-based learning opportunity for kindergarten 
students. It provides hands-on experience with 
entrepreneurship, financial literacy, and community 
engagement, Effective communication and Interpersonal 
skills. 



LEMONADE DAY



LEMONADE DAY



Bellows High 
School

MOTHER’S DAY
Our Own English High School , Junior school celebrated 
Mother’s day on the 15th of May. 2023. Mother's Day was a 
celebration honouring the mother of the family, as well as 
motherhood, maternal bonds, and the influence of mothers 
in society.
The mothers who witnessed the celebration enjoyed taking 
part in  different activities. 



Bellows High 
School

MOTHER’S DAY



Bellows High 
School

MOTHER’S DAY



KG- PARENT 
TEACHER MEETING

A Kindergarten parent-teacher meeting, held on 24th May was a 
great opportunity to facilitate communication and collaboration 
between parents and teachers, allowing them to discuss the 
child's academic progress, social development, and any 
concerns or questions that either party may have. 



WORLD HAND 
HYGIENE DAY

Our Own English High School, Early Years conducted 
‘World Hand Hygiene Day’ on 5th May 2023. It was 
conducted to raise awareness on hygiene which is equally 
important in preventing diseases and protecting our 
health. 



INTERNATIONAL 
DIVERSITY DAY 

Our Own English High School, EYFS celebrated World 
Diversity Day to raise awareness about the benefits of 
cultural diversity and emphasize the need for dialogue and 
understanding among different cultures and communities. It 
recognizes that diversity is a fundamental asset for 
sustainable development and contributes to building 
inclusive societies, fostering economic growth, and 
promoting peace and stability.



INTERNATIONAL 
DIVERSITY DAY 



EXPRESSIVE ART DAY
Junior school students celebrated Expressive Arts and 
design day on 26th May 2023.
The activities were puppet play and fine arts. Students 
brought their favourite soft toys or puppets and conducted 
puppet play. They narrated stories and spoke about the 
characters they were portraying with their puppets. It was a 
fun and riveting experience for the children as they 
watched their friends portray different characters with 
different puppets and toys.  There was a myriad of colours 
from the different puppets and fine arts.  Children were 
very happy to portray their favourite characters and 
narrated stories. They were enraptured by the storytelling 
and puppets.  Students were engrossed in fine arts after the 
puppet play. They had a choice of sketching, colouring or 
doodling. Children were very happy with the activities 
overall.



EXPRESSIVE ART DAY
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Bellows High 
School

WORLD ENVIRONMENT 
DAY 

The world environment day is celebrated every year on 5th 
June to raise global awareness to take positive 
environmental action to protect nature and the planet 
earth. It is a day that reminds everyone on the planet to get 
involved in environment friendly activities. The focus of the 
program is to give awareness to people about keeping the 
environment clean and safe from plastic pollution.
Students at Our Own English High School Junior 
department actively participated and celebrated “World 
Environment Day” on June 2, 2023. 



Bellows High 
School

WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY 



Bellows High 
School

INTERNATIONAL OCEAN 
DAY 

World Oceans Day is a global observance celebrated annually 
on June 8th to spread awareness about the importance of 
oceans in our lives. We celebrate World Ocean Day to remind 
everyone the major role of the oceans that we have in 
everyday life. Oceans are the lungs of our planet, providing 
most of the oxygen we breathe. The ocean produces at least 
50% of the planet's oxygen. 

Junior School , CBSE & IGCSE celebrated the World Oceans 
Day on 2nd June 2023. The students raised their awareness 
about the crucial role that oceans play in sustaining life on our 
planet and to promote the conservation and protection of our 
ocean resources. The event and activities of the celebration 
started with Sea Habitat models and craft art of colourful
crepe paper Jelly fish. Teachers imparted knowledge about the 
devastating effects of marine pollution and shed light to 
prevent further harm to our oceans.



Bellows High 
School

INTERNATIONAL OCEAN 
DAY 
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INTERNATIONAL OCEAN 
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Bellows High 
School

INTERNATIONAL YOGA 
DAY 

We at Our Own English High School, EYFS and junior celebrated 
International Yoga Day on June 21st, 2022, with great enthusiasm. 
A special activity was conducted for the children of Classes EYFS
to Junior children had their Yoga session for about 20 mins and 
the demonstrated some simple and beginner, standing and 
sitting asanas which were performed by the students. The 
benefits of the postures were narrated by the teacher side by 
side as children performed with the instructions. All the students 
participated eagerly.



Bellows High 
School

INTERNATIONAL YOGA 
DAY 



Bellows High 
School

CELEBRATING 
ACHIEVEMENTS 

Junior school of Our Own English High School, Fujairah 
conducted prize distribution to recognize individual 
achievements and to promote a sense of community and healthy 
competition within the school. The prize distribution ceremony 
played a crucial role in fostering a positive learning environment 
and encouraging students to reach their full potential. They 
celebrated the achievement and created lasting memories.
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Bellows High 
School

CELEBRATING 
ACHIEVEMENTS 

Early years & Junior School of Our Own English High School, 
Fujairah awarded medals to the parents of as a recognition and 
reward for their performance on the sports day. Parents 
received recognition for their dedication and perseverance 
during the event and the Parental Engagement in the school.



Bellows High 
School

CELEBRATING 
ACHIEVEMENTS 



Bellows High 
School

INVESTITURE CEREMONY
“Investiture Ceremony of the Junior CBSE, held on the 23rd of 
May 2023, marked a significant milestone as young leaders 
took the oath to uphold integrity, responsibility, and 
excellence. The event fostered a sense of pride and 
commitment, nurturing a promising generation of future 
trailblazers.”



Bellows High 
School

INVESTITURE CEREMONY



Bellows High 
School

ANNUAL PRIZE 
DISTRIBUTION CEREMONY
Junior School Prize Day was held on June 17, 2023, at Al Bayt Al 
Mitwahid Hall to recognize and celebrate the achievements of 
students in the junior school. It is a special occasion where 
students are acknowledged for their academic 
accomplishments, extracurricular activities, and other notable 
contributions.
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ANNUAL PRIZE 
DISTRIBUTION CEREMONY



Bellows High 
School

TA’ALOUF PROGRAM
Ta’alouf Program by Al Jalila Foundation is a training for 
teachers (Inclusive Special Education) In accordance with 
UAE Federal Law (29) of 2006 In Respect of the Rights of 
People With Special Needs and acknowledging the fact that 
all citizens, including those with disabilities or other special 
needs, have a contribution to make to society, Al Jalila
Foundation and Zayed University work together to provide 
professional development to school classroom teachers 
(grades 1-3) and principals to ensure that school 
administration and teachers are equipped with the best 
possible tools and strategies to reach and teach all students 
in their classes, focusing on those with special needs. Three 
teachers from Early Years and Junior school successfully 
completed their training and received the certificate. 



Bellows High 
School

Ms. Diba Siddique - Conceptualiser
Supervisor- Early Years and Junior School:
CBSE-IGCSE

Ms. S. Thulakshana . - Editor 
Junior School Teacher - CBSE

Editorial Desk

Happy Summer 
Holidays 
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